Abstract. Constraint Satisfaction has been widely used to model static combinatorial problems. However, many AI problems are dynamic and take place in a distributed environment, i.e. the problems are distributed over a number of agents and change over time. Dynamic Distributed Constraint Satisfaction Problems (DDisCSP) [1] are an emerging field for the resolution problems that are dynamic and distributed in nature. In this paper, we propose DynABT, a new Asynchronous algorithm for DDisCSPs which combines solution and reasoning reuse i.e. it handles problem changes by modifying the existing solution while re-using knowledge gained from solving the original(unchanged) problem. The benefits obtained from this approach are two-fold: (i) new solutions are obtained at a lesser cost and; (ii) resulting solutions are stable i.e. close to previous solutions. DynABT has been empirically evaluated on problems of varying difficulty and several degrees of changes has been found to be competitive for the problem classes tested.
Introduction
A Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) can be defined as a triple Z = (X, D, C) containing a set of variables X = {x 1 ....x n }, for each variable x i , a finite set D i ∈ D of possible values (its domain), and a set of constraints C restricting the values that the variables can take simultaneously. A solution to a CSP is an assignment to all the variables such that all the constraints are satisfied.
Dynamic Constraint Satisfaction problems (DCSPs) were introduced in [2] to handle problems that change over time. Loosely defined, a DCSP is a sequence of CSPs, where each one differs from the previous one due to a change in the problem definition. These changes could be due to addition/deletion of variables, values or constraints.Since all these changes can be represented as a series of constraint modifications [3] , in the remainder of this paper we will only consider constraint addition and retraction. Several algorithms have been proposed for solving DCSPs e.g Dynamic Backtracking for Dynamic Constraint Satisfaction Problems [4] and Solution Reuse in Dynamic Constraint Satisfaction Problems [5] .
Many hard practical problems can be seen as DisCSPs. Most DisCSP approaches however assume that problems are static. This has a limitation for dynamic problems that evolve over time e.g timetabling shifts in a large hospital where availability of staff changes over time. In order to handle this type of problems, traditional DisCSP algorithms naively solve from scratch every time the problem changes which may be very expensive or inadequate, i.e. there may be a requirement for the solution to the new (changed) problem to remain close as possible to the original solution.
Distributed and Dynamic Constraint Satisfaction Problems (DDisCSPs) can be described as a five tuple (X,D,C,A,δ) where -X, D, C and A remain as described in DisCSPs and -δ is the change function which introduces changes at different time intervals This definition is different from that of DisCSPs only in the introduction of the change function δ, which is a representation of changes in the problem over time [1] . DDisCSPs can be used to model problems which are distributed in nature and change over time.
Problem changes which have been widely modelled as a series of constraint additions and removals can be episodic(where changes occur after each problem has been solved) or occur while a problem is being solved. In this paper, we shall assume that changes shall be episodic.
Amongst the DDisCSP algorithms is the Dynamic Distributed Breakout Algorithm (DynDBA) [1] which is the dynamic version of DBA -a distributed local search algorithm inspired by the breakout algorithm of [11] . In DBA, agents assign values to their variables and communicate these values to neighbouring agents by means of messages. Messages passed between agents are in the form of OK and Improve messages. When agents discover inconsistencies they compute the best possible improvement to their violations and exchange it with neighbouring agents. Only the agent with the best possible improvement among neighbours is allowed to implement it. When an inconsistent state cannot be improved, i.e. a quasi local minimum is reached, the weights on violated constraints are increased [10] , thus prioritising the satisfaction of these constraints.
In DynDBA, agents solve problems just like in the DBA algorithm but have the ability to react to changes continuously in each cycle with the aid of pending lists for holding new neighbours and messages.
In this paper we introduce our Dynamic Asynchronous Backtracking Algorithm (Dyn-ABT) which is based on the Asynchronous Backtracking Algorithm (ABT) [6] to handle DDisCSPs.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: section 2 describes ABT; next, section 3 introduces DynABT; this algorithm is evaluated in section 4 and; finally conclusions are presented in section 5.
Asynchronous Backtracking Algorithm (ABT)
Asynchronous Backtracking (ABT) is an asynchronous algorithm for DisCSPs in which agents act autonomously based on their view of the problem. ABT places a static ordering amongst agents and each agent maintains a list of higher priority agents and their values in a data structure known as the agentview. Constraints are directed between two agents: the value-sending agent(usually higher priority agent) and the constraintevaluating agent(lower priority agent). The value-sending agents make their assignments and send them to their lower priority (constraint-evaluating) neighbours who try to make consistent value assignments. If a constraint-evaluating agent is unable to make a consistent assignment, it initiates backtracking by sending a nogood message to a higher priority agent, thus indicating that it should change its current value assignment. Agents keep a nogood list of backtrack messages and use this to guide the search. A solution is found if there is quiescence in the network while unsolvability is determined when an empty nogood is discovered. The correctness and completeness of ABT has been proven in [8] .
ABT sends a lot of obsolete messages and uses a lot of space for storing nogoods. Therefore, various improvements to ABT have been proposed [12] [13] [14] [15] which either reduce the number of obsolete messages or the space required for storing nogoods. In addition there is a version of ABT which uses just one nogood per domain value [15] which is of interest to us. This version uses the nogood recording scheme of Dynamic Backtracking [16] when recording and resolving nogoods but maintains the static agent ordering of ABT. Thus, a nogood for an agent x k with value a is represented in the form
, where x i and x j are neighbouring agents with values b and c. In the remainder of this paper, we will use ABT to refer to the version which keeps just one nogood per eliminated value.
DynABT
DynABT is an asynchronous, systematic algorithm for dynamic DisCSPs. Based on ABT, it repairs the existing solution when the problem changes. DynABT combines solution reuse, reasoning reuse and justifications where a justification for the removal of a value states the actual constraint causing the removal in the explanation set recorded for the removed value.
Like in ABT, DynABT agents maintain a list of higher priority agents and their values in their agentview and a list of values inconsistent with their agentview in the nogood store. Higher priority agents send their value assignments to lower priority agents in the form of info messages. When an info message is received, the agent updates its agentview and checks for consistency. When its value is inconsistent, the agent composes a nogood but, unlike ABT nogoods, these are coupled with a set of justifications (actual constraints causing the violations). A nogood in DynABT is now of the form
, where x k currently has value a. Thus, the justification included in the nogoods acts as a pointer to which nogoods should become obsolete when constraints are retracted. We shall call the ABT with this new form of nogood recording ABT + .
In DynABT (see Algorithms 1 to 5), each agent initialises its variables, starts the search and solves the problem like in ABT. However agents monitor the system to see if there are any changes and if so, react appropriately. Problem changes are handled in a two phase manner namely the Propagation phase (see Algorithm 2) and the Solving phase (ABT + ). In the propagation phase, agents are informed of constraint addition/retraction and they promptly react to the situation by updating their constraint lists, neighbour lists, agentview and nogoods where necessary. After all changes have been propagated, the new problem is at a consistent starting point, the canProceed flag is set to true and the agents can move on to the Solving phase and solve the new problem in a way similar to the ABT algorithm.
Three new message types (addConstraint, removeConstraint and adjustNogood) are used in order to handle agent behaviour during the propagation phase. When an agent receives an addConstraint message, the agent updates its constraint and neighbour lists where necessary (see Algorithm 3). When a removeConstraint message is received the agent modifies its neighbour list by excluding neighbours that only share the excluded constraint from its neighbour list and removing them from its agentview. The constraint is then removed and the nogood store is updated by removing nogoods whose justification contains the retracted constraint (see algorithm 4).
When a constraint is removed, an adjustNogood message is broadcasted to agents that are not directly involved in this constraint. The agents receiving this message update their nogoods store by removing the nogoods containing the retracted constraint as part of its justification and returning the values to their domains (see Algorithm 5). This step ensures that values that have been invalidated by retracted constraints are returned and made available since the source of inconsistency is no longer present in the network. Performing these processes during the propagation stage ensures that the new problem starts at a consistent point before the search begins. 
Algorithm 1 DynABT
In Figure 1b , we assume that the solved problem has now changed and the constraint between a and d(C 3 ) has been retracted and a new constraint between c and d (C 4 )has been added. At this stage, DynABT goes into the propageChanges mode in which agents c and d are informed of a new constraint between them and also agent a and d are made aware of the loss of the constraint between them. In addition to this set of messages, agents b and c are also sent adjustNogood messages, informing them of the loss of constraint C 3 and the need for them to adjust their nogoods if it is part of their justification sets. When these messages have been fully propagated ( agent d will adjust its nogood and regain the value 0 back in its domain), the nogood store of the agents will now be in the form below:
The agents can now switch back to the solving mode because the problem is at a consistent starting point and the algorithm can now begin solving again. A new solution to the problem will be (a = 1, b =0, c = 0, d = 1) with d having to change its value to 1 in order for the new problem to be consistent. In our implementation, we have used a system agent for detecting quiescence just as been done in [15] , in addition to this, we have also used it to communicate changes in the problem to the agents and also set the canProceed flag of agents to true when it determines that all propagation has been done. Completion of the propagation stage is determined in the following way: every time an agent receives any of the three messages (addConstraint, removeConstraint and adjustNogood) and performs the appropriate computation, the agent sends a dummy message back to the system agent indicating that it has received and treated a propagation message. The system agent can determine the total number of such messages to receive when all agents have received messages and acted on them in the propagateChanges and can therefore set the canProceed flag of all agents to true. This total number of messages can be calculated in the following way: Let x represents the number of constraints of a certain arity r added to the new problem and let N be the total number of agents in the network and y be the total number of constraint removed from the problem. The total messages to receive can be computed as tot = ( (x i * r i )) + N * y. In our implementation, we have reported these messages as part of the cost incured by DynABT.
Theoretical Properties
DynABT is sound, since whenever a solution is claimed, there is quiescence in the network. If there is quiescence in the network, it means that all agents have satisfied their constraints. If not all constraints have been satisfied, then there will be at least an agent unsatisfied with its current state and at least one violated constraint in the network. In this case, the agent involved would have sent at least a message to the culprit agent closest to it. This message is not obsolete and the culprit agent involved on receiving the message, will act on it and send out messages thus breaking our quiescence claim. It therefore follows that whenever there is quiescence in the network, agents are satisfied with their current state and whatever solution inferred is sound.
In the DynABT, agents update their nogood list when they receive info messages and evaluate constraints, during domain wipe out and also when changes are introduced. Nogoods are always generated in two ways: (1) when a constraint is violated because of an info message (this knowledge is explicitly enclosed in the constraint) and (2) When a domain wipe-out occurs and all nogoods are resolved into one. In essence, all the nogoods that can be generated are logical extension of the constraint network, therefore the empty nogood cannot be inferred if the network is satisfiable.
Also because every nogood discovered by an agent will always involve higher priority agents, which are eventually linked to the agent through the addLink Message, it follows that agents will not keep obsolete nogoods forever, since they will be informed of value changes by higher priority agents and thus update their nogood store, ensuring that the algorithm will terminate. We now need to show that when changes occur, these properties are still preserved.
When constraints are added to the problem, previous nogoods invalidating domain values remain consistent and since the nogood stores remain unchanged during constraint addition, these nogoods are preserved. Therefore when constraints are added to the problem, the soundness property of the algorithm is preserved.
When a constraint is retracted, nogoods are updated to exclude the retracted constraint and the associated values are returned to the agent's domain. If these values are still useless, this inconsistency will be rediscovered during search since they will violate constraints with some other agents and, therefore, solutions are not missed. The adjustNogoods method ensures that all agents (whether participating in a retracted constraint or not) update their nogoods store and all nogoods containing retracted constraints as part of their justification are removed and the associated values returned to their domain.
Because retraction triggers the updating of the nogood store in a cautious manner in which nogoods are quickly forgotten but can be rediscovered if necessary during search, DynABT is complete and does terminate
Experimental Evaluation
In order to evaluate DynABT, ABT, DynABT and DynDBA have been implemented in a simulated environment. The implementations of DynABT and ABT use the Max Degree heuristic.
Two sets of experiments were conducted using both randomly generated problems and graph colouring problems: (i) Comparing DynABT with ABT; (ii) Comparing DynABT and DynDBA. In all our comparisons with DynDBA, we have modified the DynDBA algorithm to make it react to changes episodically and also improved it by increasing the weight of a newly added constraint within a neighbourhood to the maximum constraint weight within that neighbourhood. This encourages DynDBA to satisfy the newly added constraints quicker.
In all our experiments, we have introduced a rate of change δ as a percentage of the total constraints/edges in the problem (δ ∈ {2, 6, 32}). These changes 1 were made to be uniform between restriction and retraction. For example, if 4 changes are introduced, 2 are constraint additions and 2 are constraint retractions, thus ensuring that the overall constraint density remains unchanged.
In our experiments with randomly generated problems, we used with parameters (n, d, p 1 , p 2 ) where n = number of variables = 30, d = domain size = 10, p 1 = density = 0.2, p 2 = tightness with values 0.1 -0.9 step of 0.1. The range of tighness 0.1 -0.4 contains solvable problems, 0.5 contains a mixture of both solvable and unsolvable(52% -48%) and tightness 0.6 -0.9 problems are unsolvable. For the unsolvable region, stability cannot be measured, as there is no solution to the problem. Each problem was solved and the solution obtained was kept for future reuse. Constraint changes were introduced and the new problem was solved. In all, 100 trials were made for each tightness value and a total of 1800 problems (900 original problems + 900 changed problems) were solved for each rate of change.
For our evaluation with graph colouring problem, we generated graph colouring problems with nodes = 100, d = 3 and degree k (4.1 -4.9 step 0.1). These problems ranges from solvable through phase transition to unsolvable problems. In all, 100 trials were made per degree and a total of 1800 problems (900 original problems + 900 changed problems) were solved for each rate of change.
We measured the number of messages sent, Concurrent Constraint Checks (CCC) as defined 2 in [17] and the solution stability. For solution stability, we measure the total distance between successive solutions when both exists (the number of variables which get different values in both solutions). All the results reported are the mean and median of the observed parameters and we have only presented results of observed parameters when resolving. We also measured CPU time (not reported here) and it correlated to the trends observed with messages and concurrent constraint checks.
Comparison with ABT
For random problems, results obtained in table 1 show a reduction in the cost incured when a new problem is solved using previous solution, i.e. DynABT significantly outperforms ABT on small and intermediate changes while on large problems, ABT peforms better than DynABT: this is due to the fact that the new problem is substantially different from the previous one because of the quantity of changes involved and also because DynABT incurs more cost as changes increase during the propagation phase.
For Graph Colouring problems, the results obtained in table 2 are mixed between DynABT and ABT. With small and intermediate changes DynABT performs better than ABT on messages and CCC in the solvable region betwee 4.1 -4.4 and the Phase
